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 Over the past two months, India and Pakistan continued official and semi-official peace talks at different 
levels, including talks at the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) summit in New Delhi on 3-4 
April between their prime ministers. Although these talks might increase confidence amongst the two countries, their 
outcome has so far been modest as India remains reluctant to shift from traditional positions. Indo-Pakistani talks 
from 6-7 April on the issue of the Siachen glacier also remained inconclusive, reportedly because of Pakistan’s refusal 
to disclose the current location of its forces on the rugged territory of the Siachen glacier. India, on the other hand, is 
unwilling to withdraw troops without clear knowledge of the location of Pakistan’s troops, fearing that Pakistan could 
move its forces forward once the Indian troops have pulled out. However, despite their slow pace, Pakistan remains 
optimistic about the peace talks. On 20 April, in a widely debated statement, Pakistan Foreign Minister Khurshid 
Mehmood Kasuri said that both India and Pakistan were finalizing an agreement to resolve the Kashmir issue, which 
was to be presented before the Pakistan parliament for approval. Kasuri added that the settlement of the Kashmir 
issue might not be the first best choice for all three parties but it could surely be the second best. Interestingly, India 
has so far refrained from commenting on Kasuri’s statement. Except for the hard-line faction of the All Parties Hurriyat 
Conference (APHC), all prominent Kashmiri separatists called on the Pakistani Prime Minister while he was in New 
Delhi for the SAARC summit. They endorsed the efforts of India and Pakistan but lamented about the slow pace of the 
dialog process.  

  As on previous occasions, all the major separatist groups, particularly the moderate APHC led by Mirwaiz 
Umar Farooq and the Jammu and Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF) lead by Yasin Malik, turned down the Indian 
government’s invitation to the third Roundtable Conference (RTC) on Kashmir held in New Delhi on 24 April under the 
chairmanship of the Indian Prime Minister. The RTC was thus only attended by Indian government representatives, 
mainstream politicians and a few members of civil society. During the RTC, four of the five working groups set up 
during the second RTC in May 2006 presented their reports and recommendations. Among the recommendations, 
which were also adopted by the RTC, was the revocation of anti-terror legislation including the Armed Forces Special 
Powers Act and unconditional dialog with militant groups. The working groups cover the five areas of Confidence 
Building Measures (CBMs), the strengthening of relations across the Line of Control (LoC), economic development, 
good governance and strengthening of center-state relations. Even though some of the recommendations of the 
working groups are quite innovative and coincide with Kashmiri separatists’ demands, they lack legitimacy due to the 
absence of anti-Indian voices amongst their members. Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh promised to 
implement the working group recommendations immediately and to set up two committees to monitor their 
implementation. The working group on the controversial issue of center-state relations, however, has yet to submit its 
report. Nothing much, however, appears to have happened with regards to the recently established committees on 
demilitarization by the Indian Prime Minister (see previous FAST Update). It seems the committees were primarily 
announced to calm the People’s Democratic Party (PDP), which threatened to withdraw from the state government if 
Delhi did not fulfill its promise of troop reduction. 

  At the national level, the hard-liner Hindu opposition party (BJP) continues to be suspicious of the Kashmir 
policy of the congress-led government in New Delhi, arguing that the ground is being prepared for compromise in 
Jammu and Kashmir. Moreover, despite being present at the RTC, BJP later distanced itself from the 
recommendations of the working groups.  

  While the moderate APHC leaders have thrown their weight behind Pakistan President Pervez Musharraf’s 
four-point formula (see previous FAST Update), the hard-liner Syed Ali Geelani received a major boost when he was 
welcomed on his return to Srinagar on 22 April (after a kidney surgery in Mumbai) by a crowd of about 50,000 people 
shouting pro-Pakistan, pro-freedom and pro-militant slogans during a rally in Srinagar. These slogans prompted the 
government to put Geelani under temporary house arrest and to arrest four senior Hurriyat leaders under the Public 
Safety Act.  

  As the elections for the Kashmir Assembly are nearing (expected in October 2008), the pro-India groups have 
intensified their activities and organized nearly 100 public rallies across Jammu and Kashmir in the past two months. 
The National Conference (NC) also called for the inclusion of Syed Salahuddin, chief of Kashmir's largest militant 
group, Hizbul Mujahideen (HM), in the dialog process. Although the HM appreciated the NC President Omar 
Abdullah's demand on 5 April, it later urged the people of Kashmir to be cautious of the NC and the PDP who, it said, 
were trying to exploit the sentiments of Kashmiris. On 5 June in a public gathering, Mirwaiz of the moderate faction 
of the APHC ruled out his party’s participation in the assembly elections.   
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  Moreover, the pro-independence JKLF Yasin Malik’s ‘Journey for Freedom’ (safar-e-azadi) campaign across the 
state is in full-swing since 20 May (after Malik was temporarily arrested on 5 May, the day before the campaign 
initially was to start). Malik’s arrest and the arrest of four members of the radical APHC wing (see above) shortly 
before the RTC have been viewed by some as a violation of the civil and political rights of anti-India activists to voice 
their dissent. 

  In another major development in May, the Indian Army stirred up religious controversy by undertaking the 
renovation and reconstruction of many Muslim shrines and mosques in the valley under its 'Operation Goodwill.' 
Kashmiri clerics issued a decree making it illegal for people to accept donations from non-Muslims for religious affairs. 
On 5 June, the army announced that it had stopped its activities in view of the growing resentment in Kashmir. 

  On 16 May, the Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC) extended its full support to the people of Kashmir in 
achieving their right to self-determination. Earlier, it had already decided to set up a Kashmir Study Supporting Cell to 
keep the OIC informed of developments in Kashmir. On 24 May, the European Union’s Parliament earned criticism of 
Kashmiri separatists and Pakistan by adopting its controversial Kashmir report drafted by Baroness Emma Nicholson. 
Many of the critics see the (amended) report as biased in favor of India. 

 

 In May an understanding was reached between the Reserve Bank of India and the State Bank of Pakistan on 
permitting the opening of two branches of each bank in the other one’s country on a reciprocal basis. This could be 
termed as one of the major CBM between the two countries. Moreover, on 17 May, the Indian government approved 
the recommendations of the Rajinder Sachar Committee on Muslims. The Sachar Committee report had found, among 
others, that Muslims are poorly represented in the state administration and leading positions in the police in Jammu 
and Kashmir. 

 

 According to Indian authorities, many attempts were made by armed militants to sneak into Kashmir from 
across the LoC in Pakistan. Such claims are difficult to verify and contradicting information was provided by Indian 
officials on this issue. According to the FAST events database (see graph), violent incidents between militants and the 

security forces have slightly decreased compared to last year. The past two months, 
nevertheless, saw an increase in violence and daily clashes between militants (primarily 
HB and Laskhar-e-Toiba) and Indian troops (primarily India Rashtriya Rifles, the 
paramilitary Central Reserve Police Force) and the Special Operation Group of police in 
several districts in the Kashmir valley. Continued incidents of militant violence are cited by 
Indian officials and military personnel to counter calls for demilitarization recently raised 
by various political camps.  
Incidents of human rights violations by the Indian troops and the police increased in April 
and May, triggering protests and shutdowns by the people of Kashmir. While human 
rights abuses at the hands of militants also continue, such abuses are generally less 
publicized. At the beginning of April, the state government set up a one-man commission 
headed by former High Court Judge ML Koul to investigate some alleged extra-judicial 
killings by security forces (see previous FAST Update). The commission’s report with 
recommendations is due to be submitted after three months. The police investigating 

these alleged custodial killings have also filed a number of charge sheets against army and police personnel involved 
in these cases, including high-level officers. However, apart from a few “mediatized” cases, impunity for human 
rights abuses by security personnel continues to be the norm. According to the recently published annual report of 
Amnesty International, 38 individuals disappeared and 22 faced extrajudicial killing in Jammu and Kashmir in 2006. 

 

 While it is positive that the peace talks between India and Pakistan continue, the slow progress of the talks is 
nurturing skepticism and impatience amongst Kashmiri groups, thus strengthening the more radical elements 
amongst them. This impatience became clearly evident in a public statement by Mirwaiz on 5 June, in which he 
warned of a comeback of violence if the Kashmir dispute is not solved in the near future. The moderate wing of the 
APHC and the JKLF might lose further ground as they see some of their demands (e.g. self-rule, respect of human 
rights and demilitarization) being captured by mainstream parties from the pro-India camp ahead of the up-coming 
assembly elections in 2008. 


